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Abstract. Sampling designs are commonly used to estimate deforestation in the humid tropics. In addition to
deforestation estimates, sampling designs provide estimates of precision. In this study, precision and efficiency
of two sampling designs estimating the loss of intact forest in the Brazilian Legal Amazon are quantified and
compared. The systematic design, proposed for the UNFAO Forest Resource Assessment 2010, utilizes sample
blocks at every degree Lat/Long intersection. The targeted design uses MODIS indicated deforestation for
stratification and sample block allocation into areas of deforestation hotspots. PRODES data available for the
entire study area were used to quantify per sample block deforestation, which allowed rigorous comparison of
sampling designs. While the systematic design had error margins equal to 18% of the true value, the targeted
design provided more precise estimates (within 11.5%) and required less than half of the samples used in the
systematic design. The targeted design proposed here can provide effective and timely, annual estimates utilizing
MODIS detected deforestation in combination with the existing PRODES methodology to interpret sample
blocks. The implementation of the targeted design can make an important contribution to policy-support and
assessments of policy effectiveness in the form of precise, cost effective, and timely annual deforestation
estimates.
Keywords: Deforestation, Landsat, MODIS, PRODES, UNFAO Forest Resource Assessment 2010.

1. Introduction
1.1 Quantification of humid tropical deforestation
Providing robust, repeatable, cost effective, and timely information on deforestation for
humid tropical forests is still challenging, despite methodological advances and improved data
availability. Coarse resolution remote sensing data are inadequate for accurate deforestation
mapping (Morton et al. 2005) as most deforestation occurs at sub-pixel scale (Hansen et al.
2008a). High spatial resolution data, on the other hand, allow for more accurate quantification
of deforestation area. Wall-to-wall mapping and sampling are the two main approaches that
use high-spatial resolution data for estimating deforestation.
The Brazilian National Institute for Space Science’s (INPE) Monitoring the Gross
Deforestation in the Amazon Project (PRODES) provides annual wall-to-wall deforestation
maps of the Brazilian Legal Amazon (INPE, 2008). PRODES delineates deforestation using
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high spatial resolution remote sensing imagery and a semi-automated interpretation approach
(Shimabukuro et al. 1998). As high data volumes and long processing time precludes timely
reporting, PRODES provides an annual preliminary approximation of deforestation in the
Brazilian Legal Amazon (BLA) by mapping a subarea of the BLA. The subarea consists of
the Landsat footprints that contained approximately 90% of deforestation in the previous year
(INPE, 2008), resulting in a sample of ~35% of the study area. However, such an approach
that maps only a portion of the study area without using a probability-based sampling frame
can not quantify the precision of the estimate.
Statistically rigorous sample-based approaches have been discussed as a cost and time
efficient alternative if the objective is to estimate rather than explicitly map deforestation
(Stehman et al. 2005). Sample-based methods provide a measure of precision that bounds the
final estimate, something not possible with non-validated map products. However, they need
to be effective in precisely estimating deforestation, which does not occur spatially random
but concentrated. Various studies estimating deforestation over large areas used stratified
sampling approaches (FAO, 1996; FAO, 2001, Achard et al. 2002). All of these studies
utilized expert opinion to divert more samples into areas with higher expected deforestation.
A systematic design consisting of small data blocks sampled at every degree Lat/Long
intersection has been proposed for the upcoming UNFAO Forest Resource Assessment 2010
(FRA 2010, (Ridder 2007). In order to minimize the area sampled and yet provide precise
deforestation estimates, Hansen et al. (2008a) developed a stratified sampling design for the
humid tropical forest biome using an automated MODIS forest clearing indicator product to
target deforestation.
1.2 Study area
Our area of interest was the humid tropical forest biome (Olson et al. 2001) within the
BLA. The Amazon forest within Brazil is of great interest as it is “one of the world’s most
important bioregions, harboring a rich array of plants and animal species and offering a
wealth of goods and services to society “(Foley et al. 2007). Annual forest loss in the BLA
has been estimated to range between 11.500 km2 and 27,400 km2 in the past ten reporting
years (INPE 2008). Within the humid tropical forest biome (hereafter referred to as the humid
tropics) inside the BLA, we delineated our study area as the area that was mapped by
PRODES between 2000 and 2005 (hereafter referred to as the PRODES mapped area; figure
1). This area featured wall-to-wall PRODES deforestation data and complete cover ancillary
information in the form of MODIS deforestation data (Hansen et al. 2008c). The available
combination of information and the concentration of substantial deforestation in the region
made it an ideal testing ground for the comparison of sampling designs.
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PRODES mapped area
in humid tropics in BLA

BLA
2,000 km

Figure 1: Study area: PRODES mapped area (2000-2005) within the humid tropics in the
BLA, Brazil, South America.
1.3 Objectives
Our overarching aim was to demonstrate the effectiveness of sampling designs for
estimating deforestation within the area inside the Brazilian humid tropics as mapped by
INPE’s (2008) PRODES product between 2000 and 2005. This is achieved by determining
and comparing the precision of stratified and systematic designs, both using PRODES data to
quantify deforestation within sample blocks. Effectiveness was defined as the ability of a
given design to archive high precision based on a small sample size.
2. Methods
2.4 Data
The main data source used in this study was PRODES. The PRODES model quantifies
clearing of the remaining intact forests of the BLA (INPE, 2008). We defined our area of
interest as the aggregate of PRODES forest, PRODES deforestation identified within the
2000-2005 interval, and PRODES cloud coverage (figure 1; Appendix Table 1). Our area of
interest was divided into 11,630 sample blocks each measuring 18.5 by 18.5 km. Area of
forest loss within each sample block was defined as the aggregate of PRODES classes that
represent deforestation between the nominal 2000 to 2005 study interval (Appendix Table 1).
The area of these classes added up to 109,000 km2 of deforestation. This number is smaller
than the official PRODES deforestation area reported by INPE (2008) as we excluded
uncertain PRODES-deforestation classes and deforestation outside the humid tropical biome
that made up our study area.
MODIS-deforestation data at 500m resolution (Hansen et al. 2008c) within our area of
interest was upscaled to the sample block scale (Hansen et al. 2008a) to serve as a continuous
change indicator utilized in the stratified design.
2.5 Stratified design
The stratification was based on the MODIS indicated change per block. Cut points
between strata were determined based on the Dalenius-Hodges rule. Low, medium and high
change likelihood strata were defined as 0 – 1%, 2 – 7%, and >= 8% per sample block
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MODIS indicated change, respectively (figure 2). We allocated a total of 150 sample blocks
to the three strata based on the Neyman optimal allocation formula driven by per stratum
MODIS-indicated variance. We used PRODES deforestation in planning calculations to
derive the design’s precision. We also assessed the precision achievable when using stratum
specific regression estimators based on MODIS indicated change.

low deforestation
medium deforestation
high deforestation

BLA

Figure 2: Sample blocks covering the PRODES mapped area divided into three strata MODIS
deforestation indicator data.
2.6 Systematic design
For the systematic design we took sample blocks that were located at the one degree Lat/
Long intersection, which mimics the systematic design proposed for the FRA 2010 (Ridder
2007). In addition, we took sample blocks at every half degree Lat/ Long intersection to
assess whether the increased number of sample blocks would translate into a substantial
improvement in precision. We determined the precision of one degree and half degree grid
samples as a function of all possible sample realizations within the study area.
2.7 Comparison between estimation methods
We compared the precision of a simple random sample (SRS) with 150 blocks, the
stratified, and the systematic designs. The comparison of the stratified design with the SRS
was used to show the gain in precision archived by the stratification. In addition, the
usefulness of a MODIS-based regression estimator was assessed. Further, we compared the
precision of the aforementioned designs with the precision of the systematic designs.
Precision was defined as the margin of error at the 95% confidence level expressed as
percentage of the true deforestation.
3.

Results
The stratified designs sampled 1.5% of the study area while the one degree and half
degree systematic designs sampled 3% and 11% of the study area, respectively. The
distribution of the blocks among the strata is shown in Table 1. The table also shows how the
study area is divided between the strata and the percentage of true deforestation within each
stratum. The precision expected from the different designs is shown in Table 2.
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Table 1: Number and percentage of sample blocks per stratum for the stratified and systematic
designs, per stratum percentage of study area, and percentage of true deforestation.
Number of sample blocks (% of sample blocks)
% of study
% of true
Systematic designs
Strata
area
deforestation
Stratified designs
One degree
Half degree
Low
change
Medium
change
High
change
Total

74

8

26 (17%)

248 (96%)

971 (74%)

14

22

20 (13%)

45 (14%)

186 (14%)

12

70

104 (69%)

32 (10%)

153 (12%)

100

100

150 (100%)

325 (100%)

1,310 (100%)

Table 2: Precision of the different sampling designs; * marks use of regression estimators.
Designs
Simple random sampling Stratified designs
Systematic designs
One degree
Half degree
*
% Precision
34.3
13.4 and 11.5
18.1
6.6
4. Discussion
The MODIS-stratified design that used MODIS to guide sample allocation effectively
allocated samples into the high change stratum where the majority of the deforestation is
concentrated (Table 1). The design was more than twice as precise as the SRS design (Table
2). The use of stratum specific, MODIS-based regression estimators further improved
precision to 11.5% (Table 2), which is comparable to the precision obtained by FAO (2001),
Achard et al. (2002), and Hansen et al. (2008a).
The precision of the one degree Lat/Long grid systematic design was lower than the
precision of the stratified design even though it used twice as many sample blocks (Tables 1
and 2). The precision of the half degree Lat/Long systematic design provided a large
improvement over the precision of the one degree grid systematic sample and had the highest
precision calculated in this study (Table 2). Yet, most of the sample blocks were located in an
area where only a small fraction of the total deforestation occurred (Table 2). The half degree
systematic design also used more than eight time as many sample blocks as the stratified
design, which was the most efficient design of this study.
Our study illustrated that the combination of the targeted sampling design with
Shimabukuro’s et al. (1998) semi-automated PRODES methodology to interpret sample
blocks can provide precise estimates of deforestation by sampling only 1.5% of the PRODES
mapped area. Our design may provide an efficient alternative to the current preliminary
PRODES estimation procedures as it requires the interpretation of a much smaller area.
Additionally, our probability sampling design has the advantage that it estimates the precision
of the estimate, something not possible with the preliminary PRODES estimation procedure.
Lastly, our targeted sampling approach can easily be repeated for a given year as the annual
MODIS deforestation product can be made available with little effort.
5. Conclusions
The precision of deforestation estimates in the area mapped by PRODES as achieved by
different sampling designs varies as a function of the design and the number of sample blocks
used. With this application to the PRODES mapped area, we demonstrated the effectiveness
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of a targeted sampling design that employed MODIS at the design and analysis stage, to
precisely estimate deforestation at sub-continental scale. The achieved precision was as high
as the precision achieved by other studies (FAO, 2001; Achard et al. 2002; Hansen et al.
2008a) while requiring half of the sample blocks necessary for the systematic design proposed
for the FAO’s FRA 2010.
Updating the design with annual MODIS deforestation probability maps would allow
annual estimates. Image pairs for sample blocks would be classified using the semi-automated
PRODES interpretation protocol (Shimabukuro et al. 1998). Such a combined approach
would provide precise annual deforestation estimates long before the wall-to-wall PRODES
product would be completed. Our probability-based sample approach would sample from the
entire area of interest, unlike the preliminary PRODES approximation that focuses only on the
change hot spots of the previous year. Using a design based inference framework, our
approach would also provide information on the precision of the estimate (Stehman, 2000),
which is not possible with the preliminary PRODES estimation procedure. At the same time,
we expect our product to correspond well with the preliminary PRODES approximation and
the wall-to-wall map.
This study provides a blueprint for a robust, cost and time effective targeted sampling
design for estimating deforestation in the area mapped by annual PRODES. Implementing the
abovementioned targeted sampling methodology would make an important contribution to
policy-support and assessments of policy effectiveness.
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Appendix
Table 1: Classes in the PRODES data (INPE, 2008) and their aggregation into PRODES
mapped area and PRODES deforestation 2000-2005 as defined in this paper
ID

CLASS

Type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

d2002_5
d2001_3
d2004_6
d2004_2
d2002_0
nao_floresta2_2003
nao_floresta
d2003_1
d2005_7
d1997_0
d2005_8
d2004_0
d2000_0
d2005_0
d2005_4
hidrografia2004
nao_floresta2_2004
d2005_3
d2004_7
d2002_1
d2005_1
hidrografia
d2004_1
d2003_2
d2002_4
d2000_2
d2003_6
d2003_0
d2005_2
nao_floresta2004
d2000_3
d2003_5
d2001_4
residuo2003
residuo2004
d2001_0
d2004_3
floresta
backg (no data)
n2002
n2001
n2000
n2004
n2005
n2003
n1997

deforestation uncertain if w/in 00-05
deforestation uncertain if w/in 00-05
deforestation uncertain if w/in 00-05
deforestation
deforestation
non-forest
non-forest
deforestation
deforestation uncertain if w/in 00-05
non-forest
deforestation uncertain if w/in 00-05
deforestation
non-forest
deforestation
deforestation
non-forest
non-forest
deforestation
deforestation uncertain if w/in 00-05
deforestation
deforestation
non-forest
deforestation
deforestation
deforestation uncertain if w/in 00-05
non-forest
deforestation uncertain if w/in 00-05
deforestation
deforestation
non-forest
non-forest
deforestation uncertain if w/in 00-05
non-forest
deforestation
deforestation
deforestation
deforestation
forest
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
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PRODES
mapped
area
X
X
X
X
X

PRODES
deforestation
2000 - 2005

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
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